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Jan 07, 2022 - In The Logic of Sense, Deleuze reviews the canon of views developed in the philosophy of language, and identifies three processes …

"Common sense" also has at least two specifically philosophical meanings. One is a capability of the animal soul (????, ps?kh?) proposed by Aristotle, which enables different individual senses to collectively perceive the characteristics of physical things such as movement and size, which all physical things have in different combinations, allowing people and other animals to

The "body without organs" (French: corps sans organes) is a concept used by French philosophers Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari. It is an abstract "body without an image", a structure of components without imposed organization. The concept applies to all things, including sentient and inanimate forms of things. In Deleuze and Guattari's two-volume work Capitalism …
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